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PREFACE

Combatting :illiteracy, preparing an often isolated youth
with little broad cultural background to meet the needs and to face
the requirements of modern society, and adapting to a multilingual
situation - these are the major factors influencing educational
philosophy in the Maghrd3.

Illiteracy is being reduced by spectacular efforts at
universal schooling.

In vier of the wide-spread and sometimes dramatic social
change taking place in these countries, education is in a
transitional period during which it is trying to achieve a balance
between the classic values and methods inherited from the colonizing
countries and the practical needs imposed by a society which is
increasingly in need of skilled labor and of teachers themselves.

Adapting education to the peculiarities of a multilingual
population has in the past been a cause of frequent and disrupting
changes of curriculum, but many of the problems related to this
are now beinu resolved, and a clear trend towards "Arabization" can
now be remarked, with an attendant emphasis on instilling in
children a consciousness of their Arab and Islamic heritage.

The main difficulty in compiling a Libliography such as
this is that most material must come from newspapers and from
government publications. Other meterinl, where it Exists, has
been published outside the countries and has not always oeen
classified. Thus there are available many figures, many statments
of policy, some evaluation of past results and practices, and very
little thorough analysis.

Despite the inadequacies which necessarily result from
those difficulties, these issues will be, we ho,-e, not only of
use to educators and students, but also of interest to those
with a general interest in North Africa.
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I. THE MAGHREB

Philosophy and theory of education

1. "Ouverture a Tunis d'un collotpe inter-maghrebin sur "la pedago-
gie de l'information". L'etudiant doit connattre la realite de son
pays et celle de la presse nationale affirme le Ministre tunisien
des affairesculturelles et de l'information" (Opening of do inter-
Maghreb colloquium on "News pedagogy". The student must understand
the real conditions of his country and those of the national press,
says the Tunisian Minister of Cultural Affairs and Information).
L'Opinion, December 21, 1'72, p.4.

This article repaits on a colloquium organized by the Prass
Institute with the participation of the Algiers Higher School. of
Journalism and the Rabat Center for the Training of Journalists. The
minister emphasized the importance of journalists' training. Their

social awareness and their knowledge of current internat-xnal affairs
must be deepened. The bonds of cooperation among the press institutes
of the Maghrebmust be lightened.

2 Komorowski, Zik systkme scolatre et les orientations des trans-
formations culturelles en Afrique Occidentale et dans le Maghreb"
(The educational systen and the orientations of the cultural
transformations in western Africa and in the Maghreb). Africana Bulletin

December 17, 1'72, pp. 2-41.

The modern educational system which has been set up in these
regions has not given all the results that were expactdd. Nowhere
has it been possible to develop a complete shcool systen, and the
training the students are given corresponds only vaguely to the needs
of the specific countries involved.

3. "ite Conference des ministres arabes de l' education. Le ministre
des enseignements primaire et secondaire a Sanaa" (4th Conference of
Arab ministers of Education. The minister of primary and secondary
education at Sanaa). El Moud ahid, December 21, 1'72, p.3.

The aim of this conference was to review and evaluate the
situation after the resolutions mode at the 3rd conference.

Each country presented a report on the development of
education during the 16E1 - 1'72 period.

The main theme of the'conference is the definition of a new
educational strategy.
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Educational organization Vocational education

4, "Hier a Rabat, ouverture du colloque maghrebin sur la formation
professicnnelle dans l'hOtellerie et le tourisme" (Yesterday at Rabat,
opening of the Maghreb colloquium on vocational training in the hotel

and tourist trade). L'Opinion, November 28. 'W721 p. 5; November 30,

1'72, p.4.

The participants in this colloquium were the Ministers of
Tourism of Morocco and Algeria, a representative of the Tunisian
Minister of the National Economy, three Maghreb delegations, and
representatives of the Maghreo Confederation of tour agents. The
problem of training in this field is an important one, and the three
countries have similar, if not identical concerns. These concerns

were discussed, and reports were presented on the training situation
in the three countries. At the end of the colloquium, recommendations
and reports were to be drawn up.

The president of the delegation spoke of his country's

experience in this field. There has been a rational planning of
vocational training and substructure equipment, but more remains to

be done.

Arabization and bilingualism

S. "L'EXp6rience des langues etrangeres dans les pays africains"

(Experience with foreign languages in African countries). L'Opinion

Octnhr'r 24, 1y721 p. 6.

This-is an article which was published in the "Cahiers afri

cains d'administration publique". In Algeria, the principle of the

return to the national language and culture remains unchallenged,
but it is difficult to apply, The President emphasized Arabization

in a speech on April 28, 'WK. Universal school enrollment,
democratization and the literacy campaign have all begun to be put

into effect.

In Morocco, this principle was applied until 1'61, but after
that year, Arabic became the second language. Complete "Arabization"
of instruction is unanimously desired by the country, and a great
injustice is done to the principle when It is accused of inadequacy.

The only solution to the problems existing in instruction resides in
the Arabization and "Moroccanization" of trained staff. This was
supported by a manifesto of the ulemas of Morocco on May 20, i'70.
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The man negative results of the experiment in the bilingual
system of instruction are discussed, as are the reasons for maintaining
foreign languages in Morocco (habit on the part of the directors and
authorities; risk of disturbances).

6. "Etude. L'Experience des langues etrangeres dans les pays Africains"
(Study. Experience with foreign languages in African countries).
L'Opinion, November 4, 172, pp. 4 and 5 (10 columnsl

At the request UNESCO; Idriss El Kettani, professor of
sociology at the Mohamed V University and the ENAP has made a study
which is printed here in its entirety.

UNESCO and the BIRD, in a purely economic perspective,
recommend that developing countries introduce their national languages
into their educational systems. The author studies the experience

with foreign languages in west and east Africa, Madagascar, Algeria

and Morocco. After giving a brief history of the situation in Algeria,
he recalls that country's decision to Arabize instruction, based on
experience with Arabization in Morocco between 156 and 161. This

decision advocated a universalization and democratization of education,
literacy, and Arabization.

The principle of Arabization was applied in Morocco up until
161, when the foreign language was reverted to. One experiment

undertaken in 164 unfortunately came to hothing.

Oft

II. ALGERIA

Philosophy and theory of education

7. "17eme conference generale de 1'UNESCO. M. Benyahia: 'l'Organisa
tion peat et doit contribuer a l'avenement d'un monde plus juste'"

(17th general conference of UNESCO. M. Benyahia" "The organization
should and must contribute to the advent of a fairer world"). El

Moud'ahid, October 21, 172, p.4.

The Minister of-higher Education and Scientific Reaearch
spoke of the unfinished nature of UNESCO's action, despite all that
the organization has done to promote education. Wh&ever aid it
may give to developing countries, its efforts will represent only a
minute part of their own education budgets, and t ,s poses a primarly

political problem.
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UNESC should extend its work of promoting books. There
can be no standardized, universal solution to educational problems,
and developing countries must conceive their educational institutions
in a way which is appropriate their individual situations. UNESCO
cannot take over for the national authorities in solving their edu

cational problems. It must coordinate its efforts with those made by
the countries themselves. One of the stages in development is that
of setting up educational, economic and social institutions which
function for the benefit of all.

Mr. Senyahia also expressed his disapproval of discriminatory
educational systems and regimes.

8. "Cuverture d Alger d'un seminaire sur l'6valuation pedagogique"
(opening of a seminar on pedagogical evaluation in Algiers), El

Moudahid. November 21, 1V/2, p.4.

The article repofis on a seminar concerning the techniques
of making up tests of levels, presided over by A. Mehri, General
Secretary of Primary and Secondary Education, who gave an outline
of the plan to be followed. He also declared that orientation should
play a major role in the school's openness to the environment, and
in linking the academic and the working worlds. This seminar marks
the second phase in the setting up of a system of pedagogical research
which must include a reinforcement of the National Pedagogical
Institute.

Education pl or-; nization

rig "Enseignement" (Teaching). El D 'eichs no. 110, July 172, pp.

An effort has been underway since independence to provide the
Algerian population with an education and a training which are
compatible with the country's choices. The aim of this policy is not

only to assure cultural and social training for the individual,
but also to prepare him to handle productive tasks. One important
network of information is based on the contribution of each ministry
but this requires a considerable effort of coordination.

Two essential elements in primary and secondary education are
Algerianization and Arabization, on the one hand, and the scientific
and technical option (transformation into technical schools and
institutes of technology) on the other.
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Higher education has been totally recast, with a view
to the principles of democratization and rapid, effective insertion
into the monomic circuit. The overall volume of this policy, in
figures, represents 12% of the total investments program.

The capacity of professional training facilities must be
consolidated and increasedi many difficulties remain in the field
of Arebization.

10. MRentr6e scolaire: une question de possibilit6s" (The beginning
of the new school year: a question of capabilities), by Mustapha
K. El DJeich, October 1731 no. 113, pp. 13, 16-18,

e**

The results that have been achieved in education are posii-ive.
In .P60, there were 200,000 students. Ten years later, there ware
2,600,000 in primary and secondary schools. Complete school enrollment
for Children of six was achieved in 1661 but there are problems
of enrollment at other levelsA

In order to increase the percentage of entries into secondary
school, the government decidae to correct the tendency towards
primary aonool drop-outs and tc allow 40% of those completing primary
school to pursue their studies.

The remaining 60% can either catch up (by repeating or going
into a fifth year) or go into techrical instruction.

Between the first and fourth years of secondary school, the
rate of success is 70%. In the fourth year a further selection is
made, which orients those students who have failed to4ards the technical
high schools or technology institutes which train middle-level trained
staff.

The remaining problems are to be solved by a fundamental reform
of the educational system.

ii. "La rentr6e scolaire dans le daTra de Bejaia" (The new school year
in the dairee Bejaia). El Moud'ahid, October 1-2, 1W72, p. 7;
October 3, p. 7.

The authorities of :-3ach locality have gotten together to
study the problems related to school enrollment. This article
discusses the situation in the dairy of Bejaia. In 16P, the proportion
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of children enrolled was 40%. The daira was suffering from a shortage
of schools and the educational crisis had led some students to go to
other towns.

A program was sct up for the Following years which was
particularly favorable to primary education in 1b70 and 171. In
1&72, a multidisciplinary lycee was founded. Most primary schools
are located in rural areas. Technical and agricultural education
are still at a sAsadvantage.

An Islamic Institute with a capacity of 500 students is to
he set up in Bejaia.

12. "Devant certaines difficultes matorielles.Credit de 18,000 dinars
aux etablissements scolaires de Mohamedia" (In the face of certain
material difficulties. An 18,000 dinar loan to the educational
establishments of Mohamedia). El Moud'ahid, October 4, 1'72, p.7.

The educational authorities met to review the sifilationi the
main subjects on the agenda were material problems, operating loans
for educational establishments, aid to needy schoolchildren and the
opening of a cultural center.

13. 9Rentree scolaire: R4union des insmecteurs gen6raux et des cadres
du ministere des enseignemtnts primaire et secondaire" (The new
school year: A meeting of the general inspectors and Executives of
the Ministry of Primary and Secondary Education). El Moudiahid.
October 5, 1v72, p.3.

Thigmeeting was devoted to various work reports and to
drawing up a schedule of activities for the first school term.
The year cid not begin without certain obstacles, although progress
has been made in comparison with previous years, thanks to c long
preparation.

The main difficulties have arisen from the population explosbn,
the concentration of schoolage children at certain points, the
scaltering of the inhabitants of rural zones, and difficulties of
access to certain schools.

staff.

The greatest difficulties concern capacities and teaching
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14. "Algeria 2 millions d'eleves" (Algeria 2 million students).
Jame Afrique, no. 613, October 7, 1072, p. 20.

The number of children in primary sch8ols has almost tripled
since independence. The various special plans of the wilayas have
made it possible to bouild schools in every village There
are eight times as many students in secondary and vocational schools.

The next plan, which is now being drawn up, will solve the
problem of students graduating from trlde schools without being of
an age to go to work. School attendance will be compulsory nor all
up to the age of 16. All students will leave school with at least
a "brevet technique" fa certificate of secondary technical studiesj.

The distinction between general and technical instruction is
to be abolished, and teaching will be made "polytechnical".

15. "Annaba. 15.000 nouvelles inscriptions ef- plus de 205.000 eleven
scolarises dans le Wilaya" (Annaba. 15,000 new registrations and more
than 206,000 students enrolled in the Wilaya). El Mowilahid, October
8-', 1'72, p. .

The authorities of the Wilaya have drawn the outlines and
perspectives for the school year. The rate of school enrollment was
61.68% the preceding year. Split sessions are a widespread practice
in elementary and general schools. The 73% school enrollment figure
set for 1v75 is being approached.

An account is given of the building that has been done in
primary, general and secondary schools.

16. "Mostaganem: l'accroissement du nombre d'enfonts scolarises est
lie aux moyens d'infrastructure" (Mostaganem: the increase in the
number of children enrolled in school is related to the substructures
capacities). El Moudjahid, October 8-b, 1'72, p. 4.

Three times more children have bee; enrolled in school this
year than in the first school year following independence. At the
present rate, primary shcool enrollment will be emmplete within a
reasonable lEngth of time. Almost all of the primary school teachers
are now Arabs; only 3% are cooperants, thanks to the technical
education institutes.

An entire system of training has been set up to improve the
teaching staff.
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The capacity of the school canteens is inadequate.

Greet efforts have been made in technical and secondary
education: but the problems in this domain have become more complex.
Many prnjects are td_ng carried out.

17. "Oe programme special de developpement. Tous les delais rcndus
publics hier par le Dr. Ahmed Taleb Ibrahimi " (8th special
development program, Dr. Ahmed Taleb Ibrahimi made all the details
public yesterday). El Moud'ahid, October 10, 1b72, p. 3.

Dr. Ahmed Taleb Ibrahimi, Minister of Information and Culture,
pointed out that the 40 rate of school enrollment in the Viilaya of
El Asnam is the lowest in the country. In addition to the program
of the four-year plan, a special Effort has been made for primary
schools (possibility of constructing 1000 classes, 700 lodgings and
100 polyvalent classes), secondary schools (4 lycees, 11 technical
high schools), and training (adult vocational education, creation of
a Center for technical assistants, specialized in training middle-
level skilled workers for public works and construction).

18. Mohammedil Mustapha. "0121 en est l'enseignement cans la claire
d'Ain Temouchelt" What is the educational situation in the daira
of Ain Temouchent ? . El Moud'ahid, October 11, 1b721 p. 6.

The primary school situation is satisfactiii-y, with an
enrollment of 50%, The secondary shcool situation is not favorable,
and is characterized by a distorsion of the school and boarding
capacities in-comparison with the numbers of students. Thy; authorities
of the daira propose several constructions on the basis of the
distribution and capacities of the existing establishments.

lb. "Recrutement d'eleves-professeurs pour l'enseignement moyen et
d'abves mattres instructeurs et instituteurs pour l'enseignement ele-
eintaire" (Recruitment of student teachers for technical high schools
and for elernaltary schools). El Moud ahid, November -8, 1b72, p. 6.

There are still openings in the Educational Technology
Institutes, and the Ministry of Primary and Secondary Education is
organizing an additional section.
Recruiting is done for each sector on the basis of either diplomas or
examinations. The article gives the details relevant to payment and
registration.
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20. "L'audidnt et la paperasserie" (The student and red tape).
El Moud'ahid, November 11, 19721 p.

Despite the fact that studEnes who have taken their
baccalaureate degree have files in every school they have ever
attended, and have accumulated a file in order to take the examinations
they need 40 documents to register at the University, to get a room
and a grant, and to be admitted to the university restaurant. With
all this, when do they find time to study? Since all the papers are
practically the same, an efficient coordination would contribute to
a saving of time and effort for the student.

21. "Llenseionement dans le Souf" (Education in the Souf). El
Moud'ahid, November 12 -13, 1'72, p. 7,

The daira of Souf, Which has a technical high school in its
chief town, has limited educational resources. Another technical
school and a technical lycee should be built. The teaching staff is
reduced to a minimum. Provision should also be made for boarding
faalities.

El Oued has the highest percentage of Arabic literacy,

An institute of religious education ("Enseignement
was founded upon independence. It has four hundred students, and a
dormitory is being planned,

22. 'Regards sur la daira d'Akbou. L'imseignement, un domaine tres
eloquent" (A look at the daira of Akbou. Education, a very eloquent
field). El Moud ahid, November 22, 1721 p. 7.

School enrollment hare was no more than 35% in 162; today
it is 70)//0 and will rise to GO/0 next year, an indication that this

sector has been put at the top of the list of problems to-be solved.
The head of the daira emphasized the efforts that have been made in
the last four years. Education has been spread to the most insolated
and inaccessible spots. The educational structures and the number
of dormitory places have been enlarged, but the shortage of teachers
is hindering the development of the plans, Excellent results have
been achieved with primary schools, In secondary educations there
is only one technical high school with 200 places, and the crisis is
particularly acute in technical education, as a multidisciplinary
lycee is planned in three years' time.
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An Islamic Institute for girls, with a capacity of 800,
is to be set up in Akbou. The National College of Technical
Education will not open this year because of a shortage of teachers.

23. Mansouri, M. "Special Aures. La scolarisation connait une
expansion remarquable " (Special report on Aures. School enrollment
is increasing remarkably). El Moud'ahid, November 23, 1721 p. 2.

Despite the great eFfort which has oeen made since
independence, this wilaya has remained behind in terms of school
enrollment (a rate of 3) .

Several new projects have been planned in addition to the
previous program which is now being carried out. The effort to make
elementary education more democratic should be pursued in technical
and secondary schools, by increasing the dormitory capacities and the
facilities of the existing establishments.

The present reform of the educational systcm should make it
possible to save students who are victimized by the age limits and
kept out of school, and those who get a Certificate of Professional
Aptitude but are unable to find work -- at least work which corresponds
to their qualifications.

The intensive development of the educational system announced
by the special program is continuing.

Educational organization Vocational education

24. "Ouargla: La formation professionnelle" (Ouargla: Vocational
training). gliMalsidatid, October 18, 172, p. 2.

Vocational education in the SaFlra is a purely social activitys
training melons, electricians and plumbers who cannot find jobs. To
rectify the imbalance in the supply and demand (caused especially by
the oil companies), the, means must be set up of giving adequate
technical training. A lame part must also be reserved for the
Saharan woman's technical and social promotion.

25. "Formation professionnello. Reunion de la commission mixte
eljaroGovietique" (Vocational training. Meeting of the Algerian
SJviet mixed committed. El MouUjcthitl, November 16, 1721 p. 4.

The Soviet and Algerian delegations will study together the
problems related to vocational training both in Algerian training
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establishments (the National Institute of Hydrocarbons and Textiles,
metal factories, hydrotechnical and polytechnical schools and various
training centers) and in the specialized schools of the Soviet Union.

26. "Les technicians superieurs des fortts seront formes a Batna"
(Skilled forestrY technicians to be trained at Batna). El Moudjahid,
November 21, 142, p. 3.

Withifi.the framework of the reorganization of agricultural
education and adaptation of education to the country's needs, old
regional agricultural schools are to be transformed into ITMA'S
and nev/establishments of this type are to be created (at Batna,
for example), The regional agricultural schools will dispense a general
agricultural instruction to train personnel with multiple skills.
The aim is to train specialized workers in order rapidly to cover
the country's rzquircments in skilled staff.

The article goes on to speak of the program and the capacities
of the school at Batna, which will henceforth be the site of all the
country's forestry education facilities, and which will also give
refresher courses for forestry agents who are already at work,

Educational organization Higher education

27, "Formation et developpement" (Training and development), El

leL___ich, no. 110, July 1'72, pp. 58-60.

In order to safisfy newrequirements, and to make the
personnel necessary for the implementation of the country's development
projects for the fouryear plan more democratic and more available,
the technology institutes provided for by governmental decree of
Nov, 26, 1I6y have been founded.

Tfielr task is the rapid training of a large number of the
necessary skilled workers and technicians. They are guided by three
principles: the intensity of the training objectives; the unusual
nature of the training; the urgency of the training measures. The
education includes a training period and group work, and seams to
be progressing well,

28. "Rentree universitaire, Des progrds et des problemes" (The
beginning of the new university year. Progress and problems), by
M.K. El D'eich, no. 113, October, 172
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After e hard summer of participation in the work of the
Algerian Revolution, the students are returning to the university.
There are certain inadequacies in the university situation,
especially from the standpoint of administration, including problems
of capacity (restaurants, dormitories, libraries, registration offices).

The reform of higher education has had positive results.
The proportion of successful students has increased remarkably. A
judicious application of the distribution of grants is expected this
year. Certain modifications have been introduced to make up for
the inadequacies noted during the first year of the reform (1y71-72).
The use of the national language will became more widespread.

There are 10,000 new students, representing a 10V0 increase
in comparison with 1'71 -72 (241448).

2Ft. Jungua, Daniel,-."Aigerie, La nouvelle university de Constantine
pourra accueillir juaquqa vingt mille otudients" (Algeria. The new
university of Constantine will have a capacity of twenty thousand
students). Le Monde, October 7, 172, p. 5.

The new university of.Congiantine is one of the key elements
in the Algerian four-year plan. It will not bE operational until
the End of 1:x73. The overall cost is estimated at 23 million old
francs. Added to this are 3.5, million (old francs) for scientific
equipment ana 500 million for the literary. The projected capacity
is twenty thousand students, In 171 -721 the university counted some
five thousand students, A complete cycle can be followed in almost
all disciplines.

The living and working conditions are very difficult for the
moment, but the students are managing well.

The authordties flatter themselves with being the first to
apply rigorously the educational reform decided in July and August
141. All the measures taken are meant to facilitate the quickest
possible training of the skilled workers that the country needs. The
university of Constantine is serving as a test ground for future
projects.

30, "lEcole Nationale d'Administration. Preparation par correspondence
au concours d'Entree a l'Ecole Nationale d'Administration " (The
National School of Business Administration. Preparation for the
National School of Business Administration's Entrance examinations by
correspondence). Q Moudiahid, October 20, 1y72, p. 3.
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The task of this school is to give a fouryear course of
study to train executives for the Central Government offices and
the external services. It includes four specialized sections
starting in the third year. Specially drawn up courses, study
plans, homework subjects and sample examinations are supplied free
to those candidates who request them.

The article specifies the admissl.on requirements and tells
how to prepare applications

31. Souissi,Zoubeir. "L'Universite.1 de Constantine, une plate-forme
ideale pour l'application de la r6forme de Penseignement" (The
University of Constantine, an ideal platform for the application of
educational reform), El Moucrahid, November 1S, 172, p. 8.

The author studies the reforms made in the-Algerian university
in August 171 He discusses the transformations they will make in
the students! and the teachers' lives, and the new impetus they have
given to university social and cultural life. The results of this
first year in Constantine are encouraging. Success has been more
pronounced in the new institutes than in the traditional faculties.
Certain material and personnel problems persist.

32 "II° Plan Quadriennal. 'L'enseignernent superieurt au centre des
travaux de la 1ere commission du CNES" (Second fouryear plan. "Higher
education" at the work center of the 1st CNES commission). El Moud 'a
hid, December 2, 1'72, p. 2.

The first-Commission of the national economic and social
council (CNES) was concerned with the problems inherent in primary
and secondary education.

It opened the education file with a discussion of the efforts
made in this field and the achievements of the first three years of
the fouryear plan.

33, inestion socialiste des entreprises. Le statut de l'universito"
(Socialist business management. The status of the University). El
Moucid December 172, pp. 1 and 2.

This article-repaits on the setting up of specialized work
subcommittees and the study of three bills concerning the status of
the university and the creation of a national organization and of
a national council for scientific research.
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Adult education

34. "Formation at doveloppemEnt, II Formation professionnelle
des adultes at developpement national" (Training and development
II Adult vocational education and national development). El Dleich
no. 110, July 172.

Since independence, adult vocational education, which used to
be complementary to the French vocational training system, has rethought
its training policy, taking into account the overall economic
development of the country. It is at once a factor of industrial
development, a means of preventing unemployment, an essential element
in promoting the laborer and raising the educational and cultural
level of the working moments emancipation a concrete rmlity.

There are 27 vocational education centers, and 107 annexes,
totaling 545 sections. These centers have a total capacity of 10,000
students one-half of whom live in dormitories. The instruction is
multidisciplinary.

Professional technical committees are responsible for drawing
up a plan of action for training in the different sectors of activity.

35. "Campagne d'alphabetisation dans la dairy de Timimoum" (Literacy
campaign in the daira of Timimoum). El Moudiahid, October 24, 1'72,
P. 7.

The article reports on a meeting of the authorities to study
the progress of the literacy campaign. Several problems were studied,
and the reading courses which have been started in the mosques were
noted with satisfaction,

36. "Alphabetisation: un millier d'adultes suivent des cours a l'ins
titut islamique de Tlemcen" (Literacy: one thousand adults are
attending classes at the Tlemcen Islamic Institute). El Moud ahid,
December 26, *72, p. 7,

These-Classes are held in the framework of the &forte undertak
by the Institute to teach a large portion of the population to raid.
Enormous efforts have been made by the teachers, but there is a
problem of space shortage.

Rcliqiot4s education

37. "Construction d'un Islamique a Khenchela" (Construction
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of an Islamic Institute at Khenchela). El Moud ahid, October 22-23,

1P721 p. 7.

This institute, which is in the process of being built,
already includes six classes, two of which are for women. It will
make it possible to take off the streets children who have been
expelled or have been unable to continue their studies.

36. rLIEnseignement originel an Alg6rie" ("Originareducation in
Algeria). El MoudJahid, December 13, 1J72, p. 6; December 14,
p. 6 (two full pageaj.

"Original" education is far from being purely religious in
nature. Its aim is to give the country's youth an intellectual and
spiritual instruction, to train scientifically and spiritually
educated citizens. Created just after independence, original education
gathers together students from all the Islamic countries. The
article explains exactly what it is, gives a list of all recent and
continuing constructions, and announces the creation of a pilot
school for the torching of the Koran.

3. "EnseignemInt originel" ("Original" education). El Moud.iahid,

December 27, 1'72, p. 3,

"Original ", or religious, education plays a determining role
in the cultural revolution. An Islamic Institute has been created
in the wilaya of the oases.

The lyaes of religions instruction give special courses for
late beginners at all levels from the first year of secondary education
to the baccalaureate, and provide a new chance for young people or
adults who have not been able to continue their studies.

Artistic education

40. 9L'enseignement de la musique: une politique a long terme"
(Music instruction: a longterm policy). El Moudjahid, October 4,
W22, p. 5.

As preparations are being made for the third festival of
Andalusian music, the question arises of how it is possible to teach
this art, since this music is neither heard nor written.

The creation of the National Institute of Music has been
interpreted as the solution for the teaching of Andalusian music,
and should provide the occasion for seeking an adequate notation
using the universal signs,
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41. Mohammedi, Mustapha. "BeauxArts: Etendre d'Oran,
allOger cello d'Alger" (Fine Arts: extending the Oran school,
and lightening the burden of the Algiers school). El Moud'ahid,
October 18, 11.1721 P. 3.

FaceTwith an overflow of students: the authorities decided
in 171 to raise the entrance level. The school, which was first
municipal then regional, has now become hAelbnal,

The quality of the education has increased greatly. The
problem of quantity remains important. The students of the Algiers
school cannot find enough housing. The creation of an annex to
the school of fine arts may solve this problem, but grants should
be instituted.

Special education

42. Chabane, Azzedine. "Les enfants d'un 1cr Novembre " (The
children of November 1). El Moucrahid, November 1, 1&72, p. S.

This article is an anouiry concerning the children of
Chouhada, comprising 220,000 civilian and war orphans, and 30,000
government wards. These children were placed directly in the national
school system. An orientation office was created to follow their
tretning closely. Two thousand of these children are attending
primary school, 1800 are enrolled in the lyc6es and technical schools,
and BOO are going through training p ,'iods in the vocational education
schools.

Fifteen centres of primary education tire backed up by the
centers created for disturbed children.

Despite the centers which have been created, the authorities
still have one serious concern -- putting as many children as
possible in boarding school. An attempt is being made to specialize
the centers in training children for secondary schools.

43. "Apres la conference mondiale sur l'informatique, creation
Alger d'un centre international pour la formation de cadres africains,
propose l'IBI" (After the World Conference on Data Processing,
creation of an international center for the training of African cadres,
propose the IBI). El Moud"ahid: November 15, 172, p. 4.

The series of recommendations made at this conference, held in
Florence under the aegis of the International Bureau for Data Processing
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(MI) and UNESCO, repeats almost exactly what was decided in AlgEri a
three years ago. The training eFfort appears to be the best guarantee
for the success of this policy. Algeria's experience has been followed
attentively by the international organization, whence negotiations
between the MI, the Algerian authorities and the CNI to create an
international center in Algiers. The task of this center would be to
train African and Arab specialists and to prepare executives for
modern business and public service me-Jgement.

Arabization and bilingualism

The term "Arabization" used here means the adoption of the Arabic
language as the vehicle for instruction in all subjects (Except, of
course foreign languages)._7

44. "Arabization, la seconde etape" (Arabization, the second step).
El Djeich, no. 110, July 1'72, pp. 56-167.

Difficulties withT; the framewOrk of academic education,
artificial obstacles existing in social life, problems due to the
attempt to annihilate the national culture during the colonial
period all these problems, arising tn two levelsethat of language
and that of writing have not kept the recovery of the national
language from gaining immense ground in a short time. The last
struggle is in the field of technology.

III. LIBYA

Educational organization

45. Education in Lim. The Middle East and North Africa 171 -72.
Eighteenth edition, London, pp.

Pages 470 and 471 of this book give general information on
education, with statistics and an account of the historical development
There is also a list of the names and addresses of the establishments
of higher education, the libraries, museums. cultural centers, etc. ,

in Libya.

46. "La Libye est-elle viable ?" (Is Libya viable?). Maghreb, no. 53
September-October 172, pp. 41-60.

With 73% illiteracy, Libya has a very low cultural level.
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Two recently created universities, at Tripoli and Benghazi, count
fewer than 10,000 students. For the rest of the population,
information, education, and culture are largely dependent upon
Egypt, from which the country receives books, newspapers and revues.

This Egyptian cultural influence is not recent; it was
born with Italian colonization, when numerous Libyans sought refuge
in Egypt and ware trained in the universities there. It continued
under the British administration, which calla d in Egyptian instructors.

47. "M. Mzali s'entretien avec le vice-ministre Libyan de l'educa-
tion (M. Mzali meets with the Libyan vice minister of education).
La Presse, December 6, 1'72, p. 2.

Mr. Ibrahim MohaMed El Fellahl Libyan vice minister of
instruction and education, met with the Tunisian minister of education
to discuss the activities of the department of education, the problems
in education, and the possibilities for cooperation between the two
countries in sending Tunisian teachers to Libya and exchanging students;

IV. MOROCCO

Philosophy and theory of education

48, "Memoire-reponse du pantie de l'Istiqlol a ?a lettre royale du
23 Sectembre 1y72" (Report-reply of the Istiqlal party to toe royal
letter of September 23, 1572). L'Opinion, November 21, pp. 3 and 4.

Several passages-in this long report concern education.

The Moroccan school must be
country's civilization and religious
the general intellectual level. The
be given their due, and permitted to

defined in acccordance with the
convictions, and it must raise
Islamic institutes must also
continue their mission.

Current education is anti-national. It does not fulfill the
basic choices made unanimously by the people. The dangers of
unemployment are aggravated by the low educational level, and its
most serious aspect is, as in the past, that of the pseudo-intellectuals

4.v. "La repression ne peat resoudre la crise de l'enseignement"
(Repression cannot solve the educational crisis). L'Opinion, December
12, 172, pp. 1 and 5.
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For a number of years now Moroccan education has been
floundering in an incroasilg.)y acute crisis due essentially to
the lack of a national educational policy and to the authorities,
refusal to make the necessary radical reforms. They opt, rather,
for repressive tactics. Recourse to such measures can in no way
solve the educational crisis; rather, it aggravates it. There
have been many strikes and demonstrations in the cov-try. Primary
school inspectors gathered to attend a training course organized
by the Ministry of Education were beseiged by the police after the
ministry decided to cancel the course.

50. "Dans un communique du bureau syndical de la F.A.E. a Kenitra:
L'unit6 d'action est une necessity ineluctable ct un devoir national"
(In a statement from the syndical office of the F.A.E. at Kenitra:
Unity of action is an inescapable necessity and a national duty).
L'Opinion, December 17, 172 pp. 1 and 3.

The teachersswisWto fight to free the country from its
educational crisis. The Ministry of the Interior has been empowered
to intervene in educational problems (special powers granted to civil
servants to intimidate teachers and students, imprisonment, dismissal
from school).

Foreign military personnel are unbalancing the budget and lie
et the origin of the deterioration of morals and the present wave of
atheism, according tc the statement. The students have become the
guinea pigs for such experiments as the introduction of modern math.
Educational problems abound, the chief ones concerning the intervention
of the Ministry of the Interior, the release of the teachers who have
been jailed, administrative reform; and the material situations of
teachers and of student teachers.

51. "Decolonisat l'enseignement" (De-colonizing education).
L'Opinion, December 17, 172, p.1.

The 1&72-73 ;choiii year is no better than were the prtzceding
ones. Evidence.of.the crisis in secondary and university teaching
has appeared gi many cities of the country. There is the problem of
universal education, problems of quantity (facilities, teachers) and
of quality (teaching programs and methods). The content of the
education is not compatible with the country's needs. The causes of
the crisis are numerous but easy to define. The basic ones are the
absence of an awareness of public affairs in the national movement
and the patriotic organizations, and the retention of colonial structur
in education. The real solution lies in the de-colonization which is
begin demanded by the Moroccan people.
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52. "Repondant a l'appel lane6 par la FAE-UGTM. Les institutwrs
marocains se mettEnt en grave aujourd'hui" (In reponse to the call
made by the FAE-UGTM.Moroccdn teachers go on strike today).
L'Opinion, December 21, 1&72, p. 1.

The teachers ore intending to pursue their struggle for
their material demands and also for those related to the nation's
basic choice -- a choice which has been rejected by the authorities.

In the universities, the strike continues to paralyze
higher education, and the lycees and colleges of secondary education
are also touched by the strike.

53. "La crise et sa solution" (The crisis and its solution).
December 22, 1'72, p. 1 Editorial.

Education continues to be victimized by a policy leading
to a total break between the population and the members of the
government. This situation arises from the refusal to make education,
Arabization and Moroccan4_zation universal.

The school attendance figure in Morocco is around 1,600,0001
whereas that in Algeria exceeds 2,800,000. And Algerian achievemenLs
in the field of facilities for 171 arc grater than all the objectives
for Morocco's 168.72 plan.

The only solution to this crisis, which is a general expression
of the dEterioration of the political, economic and social situation,
lies in a profound change of substance and of methods.

Educational organization

54. "ter congras national ,:es ad joints techniques, Une reforme ra
dicale de l'enseignEmErt s'impose" (First national conference of
technical assistants. There must be a radical reform in education).
L' Op,_ October 22, 1a72, p. 3.

This is a general study of education.

General education is dispensed by the Ministry of Education,
the cultural missions and private establishments. The schools are
concentrated in the cities. Educational aims are far from being
national ones. The percentage of schoolage children who are enrolled
in only 20;7A.
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There :s also much inadequacy in tichnical and professional
instruction, which have been taken over little by little by the
ministries and organizations concerned. They are handling only
between 25 and 30'11 of their capacity.

Expenditures devoted to education represent 26% of the
budget, 7.3% of which arc devoted to technical instruction.

The chief remarks made after 15 years arc the following:
an education which is dependent on foreign councries; can imported
content; the class character of the education, hence a demand for
universal education, for programs suitable: to the peoples' needs
and aspirations, for enrollment of rural children, for an instruction
given in Arabic by Moroccan, not foreign, teachers, anJ for a reform
of technical education.

53. Tebani, Ahmed. "Tercural: la situation actuelle l'enseigno-
ment" (Teroual: the current situation, education). 1..'OPinien,

October 27, 1y72, p. 7.

bince'indepen:Jence, the education sector has been neglected
from the structure] standpoint, at thc nations?- level, and also
from the viewpoint of orientation policy anJ local conception. The
rate of enrollment has fallen disnstrously. This had led to a
system of grouping several courses in n singlr classroom, which is
harmful to both teachers and students.

The closing of the center for agricultural training is
the most harmful thing which has been done to the youth, for this
center prepared fanners' sons to become modern farmers.

The lamentable living conditicns (food and dermitorics)
cf the students in secondary schools, who arc obliged 'co pursue
their studies without grants for living expenses, leads them to
abandon their studies at the outset and to swell thc mass of the
rural unemployed or of juvenile delinquents.

56. "insatisfaction justifiee" (Justified dissatisfaction).
L' Opinion, November 1, 172, p. 1.

A speech given 6Y the Minister of Primary Education has
finally broken the silence of the authorities, maintaincti for more
than three weeks after the beginning of the V72-73 school year.
This silence was very disturbing, after the troubles of last year.
An insufficient number of classes has been opCned. The total
number of children enrolled is 1,21t0,147. In comparison with the
population an.: vith the 'itth ntc, the results arc inalequate,
especially comPare:.! with those of Algeria.
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Secondary, religious and university facilities are inadequate
and if the authorities" silence disquieted the citizens, their
statements on what has been achieved are far from appeasing them.

57. "Maroc. Un dossier d'Al Alam sur llenseignement" (Morocco.
Al Alam's report on education). Revue de Presse, vol. 17, no. 170,
December 172, pp. 14-15.

ER6acts from editorials concerning secondary and higher
education, and educational doctrine. The article speaks of the
inadequacies at all levels of education, and of the necessity of
basing instruction on the national situation, language and civilization.

58. "Vive tension a la cite universitaire a Rabat. La police encer
cle la cite univErsitairel arrac les etudiants at expulse les etu
diantes" (Tension at the Rabat University residences. The police
encircle the university redidence, arrest the male students and
expel the female students). L'Opinion, December 10, 172, pp. 1 and
3.

After going on strike and holding a demonstration which
was dispersed by the police, the teachers of the second cycle
organized a general assembly. Their demands concern respect of the
university premises, release of political prisoners, satisfact:on of
student claims (grants, housing, restaurants). The police expelled
the female students andcrrested the male students. The students'
demands have never been met.

5. "La crise de l'snseignement est due au rejet des choix fondamen
taux de la nation" (The educational crisis is due to the rejection
of the nation's fundamental choices). L'Opinion, December 14, 1'72,
PP. 1 and 4.

A report published by the Ministry of Education, parts of
which are reproduced in this article, does not seem to have
contributed anything new. The crisis is not a passing one, but is
profound, calling into question an archaic system, and resulting from
the policy followed for 10 years now, rejecting the national principles
adopted by the Moroccan population with respect to education.

The article reports on official statements by the National
Syndicate of Higher Education at the Faculty of Law, the National
Union of Teaching Inspectors, and the Moroccan teachers at the Hessen
II Agronomics and Veterinary Institute.

flair,"
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60. Gravier, Louis. "Maroc. Le mouvement de contestation slamplifie
Sa l'universitcl" Morocco, The movement of contestation grows

at the university . Le Monde, December 16, 19721 p, 3.

A report on the causes of the movement and the demands made
by the different groups of strikers.

Educational organization - Vocational education

61. "L'Expansion technique et la contribution a V expansion 6conomi-
que" (Technical expansion and the contribution to economic expansion).
11012L.nion, October 8, 172, p.

The editorialist of Al Alam devotes this editorial to the
problems which exist in technical education in Morocco, despite its
prime role in the economic and social progress of the country.
According to the statistics on the numbers of students at the different
levels, it is noted that technical education is not following a
stable policy taking into account the country's considerable
requirements in technical staff.

62. "ExpCrience pilote. a Fe sur la formation et le perfectionnement
professionnels" (Pilot experiment at Fes on professional training andre-training). L'Oeinion, October 16, 1972; October 17, 1972, p. 3;
October. 21, 1972, p. 3.

".lithin the framework of the activities of the provincial
labor commissions, meetings took place starting in March 1970 to
clarify the labor and employment situation, to help determine the
Businesses' labor requirements, rind to estimate the needs-in professional
training and re-training.

!'fork groups have studied the various firms their structure,
their activities, the levels of their employees, and the intelligence
and adaptability shown by the iorkers. To complete the study, an
experimental action of training and re-training was undertaken,
which was interesting in its experimental nature, its preparation,
the way in which it proceeded and the results obtained. It will
provide lessons for various other actions aiming at Maim the needs
which have been noted.

Actions of this type can be carried out throughout the
country, and this will, by defining the appropriate types of action
and the moans to be used, make it possible to take the measures
suitable for meeting the overall needs or the national economy.



Educational organization - Higher education

63. "L' editorial de notre confrere 'Al Alam'. L'Enseignement supa-
rieur forme-t-il les cadres techniques et littewaires? (An editorial
by our colleague 'Al Alams. Is higher education training technical
and literary cadres). L'Ooinion, October 6, 1721 p. 4.

The editorial which is spoken of disc0;ses the situation
in higher education and the factors which hinder it from carrying
out its prime mission. The university in Morocco finds it impossible
to meet the country's needs. The annual growth rate is on the order
of only 1, 445 students, which shows the weakness of higher education
and suggests strongly that it cannot contribute to the economic and
intellectual progress of the country, nor train the skilled staff
necessary for the achievement of the objectives of the successive
plans. Both secondary and higher education are faced with the same
obstacles: low enrollment, weakness of academic content, confusion
in orientation, dependence on foreign instructors.

Higher education should be reexamined and its faculties
and higher institutes should increase in number. The number of
scholarships granted remains low, and the fundamental choices made
have been subjected to lively criticism.

64. "L'6chec de la formation" (The failure of training). L'Opinion,
November 23, 1V72, p. 1.

MorocEo is wanting in trained staff, a fact which arises
from the failure of planning in the educational field, and from an
insufficient number of high-level skilled personnel. The closing
of the Higher Normal School has aggravated this situation. Cooperation
is conceived in such a way as to perpetuate dependence on foreign
countries, which, instead of sending their most qualified staff, send
a personnel which often does not meet a suitable standard.

The planning of training in the other sectors often lacks
any real reference to the actual needs, thus leading to emigration
and unemployment.

65. "L'Institut suporieur de Commerce et d'Administration des Entre-
prises a déjà quatre mois" (The higher institute of commerce and
business administration is already four months old), L'Opinion,
November 25, 1'72, p. 4.



This establishment is open to candidates who have a
scientific baccalaureate. It favors the policy of "Moroecanization",
for before, students had to pursue their studies in foreign countries,
and preferred to stay there.

The aim is to prepare general executives with a varied
training, who have mastered the concepts and techniques of management,
The instruction is a practical one, though leaning on theoretical
analysis, Three practical training periods are organized during the
period of studies. The teaching methods used are those of the large
foreign business schools and the staff is basically a national one,
with some foreign teachers for the beginning. The studies nre to
last three years, and form a complement to university training,

Religious education

66, "Authenticit6 culturelle et decolonisation" (Cultural authenticity
and decolonization). L'Opinion, October 14, 1e721 p, 1.

"Original", or religious, education ha; long been concerned
with the study of Islamic thought and the ArabIslamic civilization.
During the period of the protectorate it played an undeniable role
in the struggle against foreign domination on the cultural and
political levels,

Logically, the government should have set great store by the
development of this education, but since 1162 there has been a rapid
fall in the number of students and in the budget, and a deterioration
of the faculties.

The 1686-1V72 fiveyear plan is oriented towards the gradual
elimination of religious education which is judged to be "unnecessary".
Even at the level of opportunities for graduates, priority is given
those who are fluent in French, and there is thus a spgregationist
selection of the colonial type.

Any national government should favor and encourage such an
education, thus ensuring one of the most effective instruments of
cultural decolonization.

Special education

67, 9L'Enseignement libre israolite et aranger" (Jewish, foreign,
and private education). L122iniall October 11, 1172, p. 3.
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This is an editorial from Al Alam devoted to the problems
in private education in Morocco, and those created by Jewish and
foreign education.

The Ministry of Education has encouraged only a few secondary
schools, with a capacity of slightly over 15,000 students. Private
primary education counts 113 establishments and contributes greatly
to filling the gaps in public instruction (lack of trained staff,
lowering of standards, instability of programs). The tuition is very
expensive, and there is no government control over either the sanitary
or the educational aspects of these schools. These last\two aspects
are even more serious with respect to Jewish education. his field

was directed first by the Jewish Scientific Alliance, then by the
Morocco Alliance, and was interrupted only between 11v60 and 1'63.
Here again, Morocco has nJ control over this outwardoriented education
which is based on social, community and foreign factors.

The education dispensed in the foreign missions is also
remote from Moroccan education.

Private education does contribute to the education of the
population, but should be subjectEd to a certain control and orientation
Jewish education, for its part, should be integrated into the public
school system.

68 " A l'occasion de l'inauguration a Rabat des cours de rattrapage
organises par la jeunesse Istiqlalienne le Pr. Allal el Fassi declare:
le savoir ne pout ttre dissocie de la praxis" (On the occasion of
the inauguration at Rabat of the special courses for late beginners,
organized by the Istiglal youth, Prof. Alla]. el Fassi declares:

knowledge cannot be dissociated from praxis). L'Opinion, December 24,

172, pp. 1 and 3.

This school was created to give courses for students dismissed
from various academic establishments. Volunteer teachers, some of
whom have not yet finished their own studies, give the necessary
courses. These courses must be considcred as a sequel to the Moroccan
national school.

Arabization and bilingualism

6. "Communique de la Federation Autonome de l'Enseignoment. Les
enseignants militent an favour de la longue arabe ct de l'humanisme

marocain" (Statement by theAutonomousFederation of Instruction,

nnn.34



The teachers militate in favor of the Arabic language and Moroccan
humanism). L'Opinion. December 16, 172, pp. 1 and 4.

The FAE is satisfied with the'success of the strikes. The
teachers are militating for the protection of the national values
and of Moroccan humanism. The chief claims of the teachers are
stated again, They concern their integration, pay, and the possibility
of changing from one cycle to another.

70. "En deelenchent une grave generale le Jeudi 21 Decembre 1'72
le corps ensabgnant a confirms: son opposition au d6viationisme
syndical. Tous les secteurs de la vie au Maroc doivent ttre afiabises"
(At the beginning of a general strike on Thursday December 21, 172:
the teaching staff confirmed its opposition to syndical demiationism.
All sectors of Moroccan life should be Arabized). L'Oeinioni
December 23, 1721 pp. 1 and 3.

This airike reflects the teaching staff's awareness of the
need for a radical change on the basis of Moroccan humanism. The
Arabic language should be restored to its rightful place through
its universal use in education%

The article is followed by a list of the demands of the
teachers of Kenitra.

V. TUNISIA

Philosophy and theory of educltioQ

/1. "A la conference generale de l'UNESCO. M. Mohamed Mzali: la
renovation des systames educatifs a toujours ate au centre des preoc.

cupations de la Tunisie" (At the UNESCO general conference. M.
Mohamed Mzali: the renewal of educational systems has always been
one of Tunisia's prime concerns). La Presse, October 27, 1b72, p. 4
(2 columns).

.
Reflection on the educational situation and objectives leads

to consideration of the ideas of renewing education andmaking it more
democratic, and also of the idea of international cooperation.
The increase in the number of schoolchildren enrolled during the last
ten years illustrates the considerable development of the educational
system. This situation is disturbing the public finances of the
country and its balance of payments, but it is the result of a
fundamental choice made at the dawn of independence. As President
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Bourguiba has said, manual training must be given a more important
place. The right to an education must henceforth be considered
as the right to c permanent education.

It is Tunisia's intention to participate actively in the
programs of UNESCO.

72. "En installant le Conseil de CORES M. Mzali: le gouvernement
est dEltermina a repenser la recherche scientifique pour qu'elle
joue son role dens la bataille pour le dOveloppement" (Setting
up the council of the CERES (Center for Economic and Social
Studies and Research_71 M. Mzali: the government is determined
to give new thought to scientific research so that it may play
its role in the struggle for development). La Presse, December 7,

pp. 1 and 6.

On this occasion the minister recalled that the Ministry
of Education has been concerned with rethinking and renewing the
methods and functioning of the research institutes and centers,
owing to a lack of coordination on the national level. He then
went on to define the mission of the CERES.

73. "DObat de l'Assembl6e Nationale sur le budget de l'Education.
M. Mzali: 'Notre politique educationnelle vise a renforcer l'ef
fort ddjih aploye dans le domaine de l'elseignement" (Debate
at the National Assembly on ithe Education budget. M. Mzali:
"Our educational policy aims at reinforcing the effort already
made in the field of education"). La Presse, December 17, 172.

In his reply to the dcputies' questions, Mr. Mica"'
spoke of the social and academic aspects of education questions
and of the options chosen in this field.

In the first part of his speech, he raised the problem
of school failures. This is not a problem exclusive to Tunisia,
and it is related to the conception one has of the school's
mission. The Ministry of Education, he said, is working to reduce
these failures by valcouraging the founding of primary schools.
The causes of such failure are inherent not only in the educational
system, but also in the social conditions in which the students
live. It is a question of development, and education forms only
a part of this questions
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He emphabited the necessity of reinforcing the inspection
of private establishments. He refuted the idea that there was
a disequilibrium between the different regions of the country.

TLe minister then examined the question of scholarships
and dormitories, and gave a brief description of education in the
governorate of Jmdouba.

Other questions discussed were the reinforcement of
religious instruction, teacbing staff, programs, cooperation,
and the material situation of the teachers.

74. "Participation tunisienne a, congress des ministres arabes de
1' Education" (Tunisia's participation in the conference of Arab
ministers of education). La Presser December 21, 1'72.

Tunisia will participate in this conference, which is
the fourth of its kindland which is beine held under
the aegis of tne Arab organization of education, culture and
sciences. The work is to begin on December 23, and will concern
the development of education in the Arab countries, the strategy
of Arab education, especially in the fields of the literacy
campaign and adult education. The conference will also discuss
Arab and international cooperation in the field of education.

Educational organization

?S. Bsais, Abdeljabbar and Christian Morrison. Les coots de
l'alucation on Tunisic (The cost of education in Tunisie). Cahier
du CERES, S(rie 6conomique nc. 3, June 1570. 1C4 pp.

This study is made up of three p5its. The first, by A.
Bsais, is devoted to the overall costs of education, by large
categories. The author studies the development of education
expenditures for functioning and facilities, and the expenditures
made by the State Secretariate of Education. The second part,
also by Bsais, discusses the numbers of students, and thc per
student., costs of public education in Tunisia with respect to
thc Secretariate and the other ministries. The third part,
written by C. Morrison, studies French cultural aid, the costs
of schooling by the M,U.C.F. and the private Catholic education
of Tunisian students.

In his conclusion, Mr. Morrison raises thc controversial
question of adaptation of education to the market.
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76. Bachal Najet. Lleducation en Tunisic depois la ruforme de
P158. Revue Tunisienne des Sciences Sociales, i (30 -31), 2nd and
3rd quarters, 1 &721 pp. 167-168.

EducatiOn expenditUres place a very heavy load on the
Tunisian government. The expenditures which have been undertaken
may not all be justified economically. The sums devoted to
education may be considered as a "consumer expense" (although
these should be minized in an underdeveloped country) or as an
"investment expense" if the intention is to train skilled labor.
Emphasis should be placed cn technical education; a precise
analysis should be made of the economy's needs and there should
be a better coordination of the authorities in educatior-.1 and
economic fields.

77. Morrison, C. "Emploi eat, formation en Tunisic" (Employment
and training in Tunisia). Revue franvaise Podadogique, 21,
OctoberNovemberDecember 1&72, pp. 67-74.

Despite the great effort theTUnisians have made in the
field of education, the results are disappointing: secondary
education does of course facilitate mobility, but it is usually
inappropriate qualitatively and quantitatively to the country's
needs.

78. "Un ertretien avec M. Mzali, ministre de l'E.N. Actualites,
problbmes et perspectives de la politique 6ducationnelle en Tunisie"
(An interview with M. Mzali, Minister of Education. The current
situation, problems and prospects of educational policy in Tunisia).
La Prcsse October 4, 172, p. 2.

In this long article Mr. Mzali discusses several problems,
speaking of the overall vision of education. The baccalaureate, he
says, is not Lhe only bridge to the future, and should be demystifi
He speaks of the interdependence of the various steps in education,
the problem of failures, the secondary schools in the interior of
the country, the decentralization of higher education, and the
cooperation which is underway for a future relief and for soon
employing an entirely Tunisian teaching staff.

7k'. "Entrctien avec M. Abdelaziz Ben Hassen, Directeur de l'En
seignemcnt secondaire. La rentre3e scolaire s'est faite tans des

-

conditions satisfaisantes" (An interview with Abdelaziz Ben Gassers,
Director of Secondary Education. The conditions of the beginning
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of the new school year have been satisfactory). La Presse, October
25, 6572, p. 2.

In this interview, Ben Haseen spoke of the beginning of
the 72-73 school year within the framework of his division. The
chief problems spoken of are large classes, movements, and the
appointment of teachers. The situation this year was normal,
except for a few problems concerning student housing or the
existence of vacant positions. For the problem of school failures,
parents should help the establishment in giving the students
appropriate working conditions and an effective control.
Technical and professional education should also be restored to
a place of prestige. The problem of inspection was also mentioned.

80. "M. Mzali: la refdrence a des diplemes supericurs purancnt
tunisiens doit devenir la rugle afin d'oviter le recours a des
titres etrangers" (M. Mzali: Reference to purely Tunisian higher
degrees should become the rule, in order to avoid recourse to
foreign diplomas). La Presse, November 21, 172, p. 6.

This is the next of a speech given at'a meeting setting
up the National Commission of equivalences, created in 164 and
reorganized on September 6, 1 i72. This commission includes the
authorities of the Ministry of Education, the Professors;Direetors
of establishments of higher education, and the representatives
of the ministerial departments. It b3nefits from the technical
advice of four specialized commissions (scientific and technical
studies, letters, law and commercial disciplines, medicine).
All Tunisians must be considered on an equal basis, regardless of
the country in which they have done their studies. Foreign degrees
should not be judged on the basis of other foreign degrees, but
rather with reference to Tunisian degrees.

81. Balogh, Hail. "Opinion. L'6quivalence des dipl8mes ou le
mythe de l'agrElgation framaise" (Opinion. The equivalence of
diplomas or the myth of the French "agregation"). La Presse
December 7, 172.

This-a:rticic is written in reference to a speech by M.
Mzali, Minister of Education [see above, no. 60_7 on thc subject
of equivalences. The standards on which the choice of teachers
in the Faculty of Letters is basic!, are more severe than in the
other faculties, as only those with thc French "agragation" arc
accepted. This agrquation is conceived for the French and not
for the Tunisians, and except fcr the Arabic agregation, there
are few Tunisians who pass it (no Tunisian has won it For the
last four years). Hence, the hope that the new Commission of
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Equivalences will take these factors into account and will
distinguish itself by the new dynamism and the Tunisian style
hoped for by Mzali. The creation of a Tunisian doctorate in
several specialties is good news, as thc working conditions and
the doctoral work arc not thc same in Tunis as in Paris. The
wrok done should be useful for the university and for Society.

62. "President unc reunion de la cellule destourienne de Saida
Manoubia. M. Hedi Kh6facha: le gouvernment est souciwx de
trouver dcs solutions ad6quates aux problrncs dcs Ui aillants sea
laircs" (Presiding over a meeting of the Oestour cell of Saida
Manoubia. Hedi Khefacha: the government is desirous of finding
adequate solutions to the problems of school failures). La Presse
November 21, 172, p. 6,

These Problems will be examined shortly in order to
integrate young people into the vocational training centers. While
it is true that education is the right of all young people of
school age, nonetheless the potential of young people is unequal,
hence a certain normal proportion of school failures.

W. "En visite dans lc gouvernorat de Sousse. M. Mzali: les
professeurs doivent par lcur comportemInt at lour assiduitO servir
d'exarple aux cloves" (On a visit to the governorate of Sousse.
M. Mzali: the teachers should serve as an example to the students
by their behavior and their diligence). La Presses December 3,
1 &72, p. 4.

During an inspection visit in the governorate of Sousse,
Mr. Mzali, Minister of Education, gave a speech before the
professors, whom he exhorted to show enthusiasm in the accomplishmen
of their task. The teachers should try to encourage students to
have high spiritual and moral values and to integrate themselves
into the national and social conditions of the country.

At Mandia, a meeting was devoted to ocamination of the
problems of education and to construction projects. The governmait
is tending to increase the number of secondary schools built, and
to set them up in the delegations, instead of anlanging the
existing schools.

&2. "Llassembl6c nationale poursuit le debat budgaaire. Adoption
des budgets des ministercs de la OC.fense, du Plan, des Finances et
de l'Education" (The National Assembly pursues the budgetary
debate. Adoption of the budgets of the Ministries of Defense, the
Plan, Finances and Education). La Presser December 16, 1'72, p. 6.



The operating budget of the Department of Education is
56,442,000 dinars, which is a 5J8% increase over 1572. The
facilities budget is 13,424,000 dinars in the form of loan
commitments and 7,218,000 dinars as paid loans.

The universalization of education planned under the 1966-
1977 ten -year plan was based on a population growth rate which was
below the reel one. The minister spoke of several problems and
their solutions the reform of primary, secondary and higher
education, Arabization, overcrowding of classes, and the problem
of failures. He also spoke of the situation with respect to trained
educational staff, and of employing a maximum number of Tunisians.

85. "President le congres regional de la jeunesse scolaire de
Tunis Sud. M. Ahmed Zeghal exhorte les elsves a s'orienter vers
l'enseignemEnt professionnel et technique ou vans la section des
mathematiquEs. (Presiding over the regional conference of school
youth of Tunis Sud. Ahmed Zeghal exhorts the students to orient
themselves towards professional and technical education or towards
mathematics). La Presser December 15, 1572.

The governor emphasized the role which devolves upon the
school youth organizations as institutions which are called upon
to participate actively in the attainment of the cultural objective.
He emphasized the fact that since Tunisia needs skilled middle-
level cadres, the students should orient themselves towards these
subjects. He also spoke of the elections of student groups
belonging to the General Union of Tunisian Students.

Educational organization - Vocational education

86. "M. Sayah exhorte les &eves a opter pour l'eneeignemEnt
technique et professionnel" (Mr. Sayah exhorts the students to
choose technical and vocational education). L'Action, October 3,
1572.

Tunisia, Mr. Sayah says, needs not only doctors, engineers
and lawyers, but also skilled technical workers for the industrializati
of the country, in order to increase production. He emphasizes that
for this reason, technical and vocational education should be given
all the attention they merit.

87. "President une reunion des responsebles des cellulrs destourien-
nes de Tunis Nord. Mr. Farhat Dachraoui: "Nous enregistrons cette
armee un intertt accru pour la formation professionnel.e de la part
des parents et des jeunes" (Presiding over a meeting
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of the authorities of the Destourien c ills of Tunis Nord.
Mr. Farhat Dachraoui: "We have noted this year an increased
interest on the part of parents and young people for vocational
training"). La Pressq, October 5, 1U72, p. 5.

Vocational education caters are cne solution for those
who fail out of school. An increased interest on the part of
parents may lead to increasing the popularity of this sector of
education.

Vocational training is an education with its own pedagogy
and its own individual aims, to contribute to the creation of an
industrial tradition in the country. The increase in the number
of students who fail out of school arises from the increase in
the number of children enrolled, and cannot be interpreted as
sign of weakness in the educational systems.

Vocational training is n:w considered es
the path leading of employment and emigration. The capacity of
the vocational training centers rose this year from 10,000 to
15,000. Mr. Dachraoui then spoke of three large projects to
increase the number of students enrolled for vocational training.

88. "Les centres de formation professionnelle en Tunisia"
(Vocational training centers in Tunisia). L'Action, October 3,
172.

For young people under the age of 14, access is easy to
the centers of vocational training. This year their capacity is
to be raised from 10,000 to 13,000. There are 2' centers, 11 of
which are in Tunis. There are also 65 cente4'q of pre-apprenticeship
for young people between the ages of 14 and 17.

612. "L'office de la formation professionnelle et de l'emploi au
service des defaillants de 1, enseignement primaire et secondaire"
(The bureau of vocational training and employment at the service
of those who fail out of primary and secondary education). La
Presse, October 12, 1572, p. 8.

This article -gives the details of the registration and
the different centers, with their addresses, specialties, length
of training, age and school level required.

0. "Signature d'une convention organisant la formation profes-
sionnelle dans l'armoe" (Signature of an agreement organizing
vocational training in the army). March cls Tropicgux Mediterran6-
ens, no. 1406, October 20, 1v72,



A program of cooperation between the Ministry of Defense
and the Bureau of vocational Training and Employment will make
it possible for the army's workshops to admit 200 young people
as apprentices. They will be recruited in the same way as those
who are following a training cycle in businesses.

"La formation professionnelle htiteliure " (Vocational train'.ng
in the hotel trade). L'Actionl October 2k', W22.

A decision has bean made to train 1,000 young people
throughput the country through the professional hotel schools.
Three other schools of the same type are to be built at Jerba,
Nabeul and Monastir.

12. "Sfax et le problerne des da'aillants de l'enseignement.

Rehabiliter le travail manuel et pr6venir le vieillissement des
ffectifs" (Sfax and the problem of school failure. Rehabilitate

manual work and prevent ageing of the staff). La Presse, November
30, 1'221 p. 2. (2 columns).

The regional council of vocational training and employment
has given consideration to the problem of railmris and the shortage
of skilled labor in certain "traditional" professions. An
organization and means must be found for recovering, those who
fail out of school, at the same time filling those sectors in
which shortages exist (bakery, fishing, and naval construction,
for example). Young people are not attracted by the "traditional"
professions.

The promotion of these sectors seems to have started well,
thanks above all to the solidarity of the authorities concerned
with youth.

13, "Colloque maghr6bin sur la formation professionnelle dons
l'h8tellerie et le tourisme" (Maghreb conference on vocational
training in the hotel and tourist trade). Revue de l'h8tellerie
eon Tunisie, no. i, December 1'72, pp. 11-13.

This conference was had in Rabat on November 27, 28 and
2. Emphasis was placed on the necessity of coordinating the
countries of the Maghreb in drawing up a plan of the needs in
vocational training, and on the importance of this training.

Three reports were presented, concerning hotel training,
programs, methods and instructors. CerLaill recommendations were
made concernin17 programs and methods, apprenticeship, re-training
and further education.



Educational ionization Hi her education

"Mance de travail consacrcle a l'ONOU. M. Mzali: !:/5',' de

clemencies de bourses ont 6t6 satisfaites" (A work session devoted
to the National University Affairs Bureau, M. Mzali: t15 of
the requests for grants have been satisfied), La Press°, December
8, 172, pp. 1 and 3.

M. Mzali recalled the effort made by the OM since the
beginning of the school year concerning grants, housing, cultural
activities and social services. There has been an increase in the
number of grants for specialization, and a large increase in the
payment. In the field of housing, despite pessimistic predictions,
all the requests have been satisfied, and places remain. The ONW
gives very efficient help in numerous sectors of cultural activity.

Various problems were discussed during the meeting, and
measures were decided upon to facilitate the accomplishment of the
ONOU's task.

Adult education

I5. Simmons, J., J. Allman. "L'Education des adultes: causes
et consequences possiblesde la participation individuelle aux
sours d'adultes" (Adult education: The causes and possiuke
consequences of individual participation in adult courses). Revue
Tunisienne des Sciences sociales, (30 -31), 2nd-3rd quarter 1972,
pp. 181-21?

The effort which has been made by the Tunisian government
in the field of adult education seems still to be insufficient.
The current programs ensure neither a greater economic output
nor financial advantages for the participants. This study aims at
giving the results of research done in four of the best adult
education centers, two urban and two rural, and treats more the
results drawn from them by the participants, then the form and
content of the programs themselves.

Special education

'ci5. "La femme rurale dans les pays arabes ineditelrren6ens" (The
rural woman in the Arab countries of the Mediterranean). La
Press°, December 10, 12, 15,
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Interesting observations were made possible by the
seminar devoted to the functional education of the woman in
rural develommt.

For the promotion of the economic condition of the woman,
a generalized action of vocational training was recommendedy and
for this it was requested that vocational education be integrated
into the general educational programs, with the association of
woman to draw up and carry out education projects. Priority
should be given to women who are at a cultural or educational
disadvantes

C2221-2t toj,

"La cooperation culturelle avec la France vL. ';re rcnforcae"
(Cultural cooperation with France is to be reinforced). Le Monde.
October 17, 1b72, p. 5.

Tunisia devotes 100 francs annually to cooperation
French participation in this offort is only 30 million francs.
Given the burden placed on the budget by the total shcool
enrollment grogram beinc, parried out, it appears desirable to the
authorities that their French pertness enlarge their participation
in this Mork.

E3,, "Li extension de la coos ration. culturelle entre la France et
la Tunisie"(The extension of cultural cooperation between France
and Tunisia). March( Tro icaux et ModiterranCiens, no. 1406,
October 20, 172.

Ther-6.21620 French cooperants, the majority of whom arc
in secondary education (2,12i, or 35`,1.1 of the total number of
teachers). In primary school, where the teaching staff was made
completely Tunisian in 1a6.91-cooperation appears at the level of
training, with 33 inspectors and 10y pedagogical councellors. In
higher education, there are 350 teachers.

"Lc! parfait coogrant salon le ministre de lt&iucation"
(The perfect cooperant according to the minister of education).
C'e Monde, Novanber 4, 172.

The Tunisian minister of education recently drew the
portrait of the perfect cooperant, and warned young French people
"on mission" in Tunisia against the commonest faults: indifference
a superiority ccmploc, revolutionary preaching.
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Arabization and bilingualism

100. "La cooperation culturelle et technique frencotunisienne"
(Cultural and technical cooperation between France and Tunisia).
Elailasio, no- 53. SeptemberOctober 1721 pp. 1' -22.

Tunisia aspires to the creation of tecfinological institutes
of the same type as those crested in Algeria. In fact, since V68
there has been an erfo.t to cope with the problem of adapting
teaching to the country's needs, particularly those of its
economy. The problem is not peculiar to Tunisia, but it is
complicated there by the grentrapidity with which instruction has
developed, and by the craze for schooling which this development
has caused among the population.

VI. SPECIAL PROBLEM TEACHING AIDS

(The numbers in parentheses refer to the articles to be found
at the and of this section).

Both developed and developing countries arc in the
process of renovating their educational programs. There is a
universal recognition of the fact that in addition to good teachers,
modern methods arc of great importance in effective, universal
education (1, 3).

There arc two major concerns in the renewal of education--
both traditional education and the systems of vocationalladult
and continuing education -- in the countries of the Maghreb: the
best use of audiovisual means, and the full development and
promotion of books and reading.

Within this context, Tunisia has reorganized its National
Institute of Educational Sciences (2), whose functions include
multidisciplinary research, and the preparation of and
experimentation with psychopedagogical methods.

Audiovisual techniques are attracting more and mcre
interest from educators and education authorities. One f the
most important events in this context in 1P72 was an international
conference on the use of audiovisual techniques, hold in Tunis
under the auspices of UNESCO (4, 3, 7,9); The purpose of the
conference was to compare the results of experiments in the use
of new, especially of audiovisual, methods in school and adult
education and from these to formulate recommendations as to what
measures should be taken to renew the education systems (4,
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The advent of the "civilization of the image" (5) is one
of the factors behind the present upheavals in education. The
most spectacular results are obtained in socalled mass education
and vocational training, where audiovisual means can, among
other things, help fill the gaps created by a shortage of teachers
and an everincreasing number of students (6).

There is greet interest in Tunisia in these means (5, 7),
and they arc already being applied extensively in certain sectors
and establishments (social education on the national television
station, language laboratories in the Eourguiba language institute
and the Buresuof Vocational Training, etc.).

Plans arc underway for a closedcircuit educational radio
television network in Tunis, beginning with an execrimental setup
in one school complex, with a gradua! extension of the system over
a fouryear period (C, 10).

Great attention is also being given to the problems of
producing appropriate books and of promoting reading in the
countries of the Maghreb. In addition to the universal problem
of promoting reading in an environment which is growing
increasingly hostile to such pursuits (through the generalization
of television, the high cost of books, and numerous other factors),
these countries are at the particular disadvantage of being unable
to produce all the books, especially the school texts, needed.
They are therefore at the mercy of foreign texts which are not
always suitable to their educational programs and aims (17, le).
For some subjects, in fact, no books at all exist.

Algeria produces all the texts it needs for primary
schooling, all those for the first cycle of the secondary, in
Arabic, and a part of the French texts used in the other cycles
(11).

The Societe' Tunisienne de Diffusion in Tunisia is beginning
to publish a fair number of school books, in addition to distributin
all the imported texts, over which it has a monopoly, and the
Maison Tunisienne d'Editien can take credit for havinu made Tunisian
literature available in the education through an active publishing
program (11).

The International Book Year, which includes among its
themes, some of a specifically educational bearing, has been the
occasion for an examination of the current situation, and for the
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formulation of various policies with respect to books (12, 13).
At the Maghreb Colloquium of Hammamet, special emphasis was placed
on reading methods and comprehension (14), and on the necessity
for a vast extension of the country's library 'esources, and an
improved training of its librarians.

In their constant concern to spread education to the
entire population, at the same time renewing and improving
educational methods, the education authorities are showing a
great openness to the possibilities offered by new techniques, at
the same time that they keep in view thc necessity of constantly
verifying the appropriateness of these techniques and of the
information for which they are a vehicle, to their country's
individual situation and ideals.

Reference articles on teaching aids:

(1) "Au stage sur les techniques d'enseignemert de l'ecole moderne,
M. Mzali: l'educateur doit oriente et aide' l'Enfant a la decou
verte des valeurs sociales" (At the training period on modern
school teaching techniques, M. Mzali:Thettesohermust orient the
child and help him discover social values). La Presse, December 28,
172.

(2) "Docret no. 72-275 du 8 Septembre 172, portant reorganisa
tion de l'Institut.National des Sciences de l'Education" (Decree
no. 72-275 of September 8, 1 i72, concerning reorganization of the
National Institute of Educational Sciences). Journal Officiel,
Republic of Tunisia, 115/38 (Sept. 1 '72), 12v71 128.

(3) "A Sousse. M. Chtourou insist-Csur la-necessity de rcnouve
ler les methodes pedagogiques" (In Sousse. Mr. Chtourou emphasizes
the necessity of renewing pedagogical methods). La Presse,
December 1', V72.

(4) "Du 29 au-1 Mai un congrs international sur l'emploi des
techniques audiovisuelles se tiendra a Tunis" (From May 2y to 31,
en international conference or the use of audiovisual techniques
will be held in Tunis). La Presse, May 18, 172.

(5) Medimagh, Ahmed. "En merge du Congrs Iiiternational qui se
tiendra a Tunis du 2' au 31 Mai 1 72. Les techniques audio
visuelles en service d'une me:lleure communication" (Notes on the
International Conference to be held in Tunis from May 2' to 31,

1d72. Audiovisual techniques at the service of better
communication) . La Presse, May 27, 1y72, p. 2.
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(6) Balogh, Hedi. "La clo des champs: L'audiovisual ("Rambling,"
Audiovisual). La Presse, June 3, 1'721 p. 3.

(7) "Ouverture du Congres International sur l'utilisation des tech
niques audiovisuelles dans l'onseignement et lleducation. M. Mzali:
C'est au coeur de la pedagogic qu'il faut doronavant concentrer
nos efforts" (Opening of the International Conference on the Use
of AudioVisual Techniques in Education. M. Mzali: Our efforts
must now be concentrated on the heart of our pedagogy). L'Action,
May 30, 1w72, p. 3.

(8) El APOuil Abdclmajid. "Projet de radiotelevision educative
en Tunisie" (Project for educational radiotelevision in Tunisia).
International Conference, Tunis, May 2, 30, 31, 1729 8 pp.

(w) "Congres international organise sous le haut r,tronage de
1tUNESCO" (International Conference organized under the auspices
of UNESCO). Tunis, May 2130,311 1u72, unpublished.

(10) Attie, Abdelmajid, "Le circuieferm6 de television de Tunis"
(The closedcircuit television of Tunis). Report presented at the
AudioVisual Seminar organized by the Biology Institute of the
University of Constantine, December 20-22, 1522. 8 pp.

(11) "Le livre ct l'Afrique" (Books and AfriCa). Jcunc Afrigue,
supplement to no. 625, December, 1'72.

E12) "Les themes retenus pour l'anFICIe internationalc du livre 72"
The themes of the International Book Year 72). La Presse, April 7
1w72.

(1) "Panne° internationals du livrE 72. M. Mzali: notre pays
cst capable de crocr, de produire et d'avoir son genie propre"
(International Book Year 72. M. Mzali: Cur country is capable
of creating, producing and having its own individual genius). La
Presses April 5, 1y72.

(14) "Colloque magfii-obin Hammamet 21-25 Novembre 1172. Vers une
evaluation de la difficultc des textes materiel d!information
recueilli et analyse par J. Soyez" (Maghreb Coll6quium Hammamet,
November 21,25, 1572. Towards an evaluation of the difficulty
of texts information gathered and analyzed by J. Soyez).
National Institute of Educational Sciences. 48 pp.

(This study includes an important bibliography).
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aollaquium cf Hammamct, Continuing education and public libraries).

Al Kitab" (On motivation to read Al Kitab), International

texts in secondary education). L'Action, April 16-17, 172

the school text). L'Action, July 15, 1y72, p. 3.

manente et bibliothuques publiques" (Notes on the Maghreb

Conference on teaching methods, May 2'a-311 1'72, Tunis.

texts literary and scientific book). Seminar, Tunis, Institute

La Presses December 1, 1b1721 Dec., 2, p. 4; Dec, p. 3.

(15) "En merge du colloque maghrebin de Hammamet. Education pEr

(16) Ben Cheikhs Abdelkat'icr. "De la motivation ta-la lecture

(17) "Le manual scolaire dens l'enseignemenCsecondaire" (School

Supplement p. II.
(18) "Manuel scolaircs livre littarairc scicntifique" (School

of Educational Sciences, 1'72. 13 pp.

(1) Bojis Habib. "L' enfant et le livre scolaire" (The child and
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